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Abstract: The project's novelty is not merely importing modules and preparing data and feeding the data to the model but 
understanding how the real language translation works and implementing the logics underlying each method utilized and 
creating every function from scratch, resulting in the creationof a Neural Machine Translation model. Initially, translation was 
accomplished by simply substituting words from one language for those from another. However, because languages are 
essentially different, a greater degree of knowledge (e.g., phrases/sentences) is required to achieveeffective results. With the 
introduction of deep learning, modern software now employs statisticaland neural techniques that have been shown to be more 
effective when translating. We are essentially translating German to English utilizing Sequence to Sequence models with 
attention and transformer models. Of course, everyone has access to Google Translates power, but if you want to learn how to 
implement translation in code, this project will show you how. We are writingour code from scratch, without using any libraries, in 
order to understand how each model works.While this design is a little out of date, it is still a great project to work on if you want 
to learn more about attention processes before moving on to Transformers. It is based on Effective Approaches to Attention-
based Neural Machine Translator and is a sequence to sequence (seq2seq) model for German to English translation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Translating German to English using seq2seq with attention and transformer models 
1) seq2seq using cnn. 
2) seq2seq using rnn. 
3) Transformers. 
The encoder in the Seq2seq model is a stacked bi-directional LSTM or GRU that generates a variable length output that is fed into 
the decoder, which is also a stacked bi-directional RNN/LSTM. They communicate by means of a gentle attention technique. In 
many methods, such asmachine translation and speech recognition, this architecture has long surpassed phrase-based models. CNN 
enables a hierarchical learning process in which adjacent input sequences interact in the lower layers and distant input sequence 
interactions are learned as we travel downstream inthe layers. The encoder-decoder model is analogous to sequence2sequence 
learning. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Neural Machine Translation is based on translating phrase from one language to another language,in our proposed system, we 
achieved the neural machine translation using 3 models namely seq2seq using conventional neural networks, seq2seq using 
recurrent neural networks, by using transformers. We observed the metrics for this task using BLEU, we got the best BLEU score 
usingtransformers. As we saw the existing system with encoder decoder, we optimized the results usingtransformers model. We use 
feed forward network in transformers for getting better results. We also gone through few challenges like two languages may have 
different structures, words may not have an equivalent meaning in other language. Facing the challenges, we have achieved a good 
BLEU score using transformers model. We did not use any third-party libraries and defined every function including encoder and 
decoder functions. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Neural Machine Translation is a field of computational linguistics, main focus of neural machine translation is to convert text from 
one language to another language based on some rules. Neural machine translation is derived from the principles of deep learning, 
neural machine translation hadbeen best to complete the task of translation based on its algorithm. This algorithm is aproduct of deep 
learning which is tested for large number of datasets with many languages across the worldand proved to be effective across all the 
datasets.  
With many years of proper research many variations of neural machine translation came out and some of them are being 
investigated also few of them are deployed and found to be effective in the industry.  
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One of the best versions of neural machine translation is transformer structure using neural networks. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
Architecture 

 
Figure 2: Shows the Architecture of the CNN Model 

 

 
Figure 2: Shows the Architecture of the Transformer Model 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Importing the libraries 
To begin, we must import a few libraries like as Pytorch, Matplotlib, Numpy, and Spacy so that we may use the built-in methods to 
make our model effective and avoid writing repetitive code. 
 
B. Loading Cuda 
Load CUDA, as the whole architecture is a transformers model built from scratch general CPU’s computing power isn’t enough 
thus CUDA – graphic processing unit. 
 
C. Splitting train and test data 
Traditional splitting of data into train and test which then are used for actual training and validations. 
 
D. Defining Encoder and Decoder functions 
Built transformer model consists of two parts an encoder and a decoder. Basically all encoder does is convert the text based 
input into vectors and decoder then reforms the output text from the vectors. 
 
E. Defining Seq2Seq neural network and feeding the encoder and decoder to the function 
The model is separated into two sub-models: the encoder, which produces a fixed- length encoding of the input English sequence, 
and the decoder, which predicts the output sequence one le tter at a time. 
 
F. Defining the actual language translation model 
All the magic happens between the vectors that are fed to the decoder from the encoder, technically here’s where the actual 
language translation happens the this when converted back to the desired output format forms the traditional translation we 
understand. 
 
G. Defining evaluation model and loop functions. 
Every model needs to be evaluated and looped into training based on the evaluation results, it’s what makes the model more 
accurate. 
 
H. Actual Training 
Finally a master method defined which simply uses all the above defined functions and iterates the training through discriminate 
time intervals called as epochs. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In both research and practice, transformers had become the dominant approach to handling neural machine translations. This 
project covered the most commonly used NMT methods, including as encoding, decoding, data augmentation, interpretation, 
and assessment. Despite NMT's enormous success, there are still numerous issues to be resolved. The followingare some 
key and difficult difficulties for NMT, Learning about NMT. 
Despite several attempts to examine and interpret NMT, our knowledge of the phenomenon remains limited. 
Understanding how and why NMT generates translation results is critical for identifying the bottleneck and flaws in NMT 
models. 

VII. RESULTS 

Fig. German phrases translated to English phrases Using Transformers 
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Fig. German phrases translated to English phrases Using seq2seq RNN 
 

Fig. German phrases translated to English phrases Using seq2seq CNN 
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